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Abstract
There are several new systems emerging in the Global Navigation Satellite Systems era. The US GPS
system is under modernization, the European GALILEO has established ramp-up plans, the Russian
GLONASS is going to be restored, and China has its own plans on the global Beidou/Compass navigation
system. In addition, there are national satellite systems planned, e.g., in Japan and India, and the
established continental geostationary WAAS and EGNOS augmentation systems. These all set new
challenges to positioning receiver design, as multiple frequencies, modulations, message protocols, and
system parameters have to be coped with. This tutorial gives an overview of the challenges and
solutions in the receiver chain: antennas, RF front-end, receiver baseband algorithms, baseband
hardware implementation, PVT (position, velocity, time) solution computation software, and also
hybridization with sensors producing other than satellite-based location or kinetic information.
Agenda
Introduction: Satellite navigation basic principles, existing and emerging GNSS satellite constellations
and augmentation systems (30 minutes): Jari Nurmi, TUT/DCS
Antennas and RF front-ends for multi-frequency GNSS receivers (30minutes): Marco Detratti, Acorde
Advanced receiver algorithms for baseband processing (30 minutes): Simona Lohan, TUT/DCE
Baseband hardware solutions for multi-system, multi-frequency reception (30 minutes): Heikki
Hurskainen, TUT/DCS
Issues in PVT solution software for GNSS (20 minutes): Francescantonio Della Rosa, TUT/DCS
Hybridization with other sensor data (30 minutes): Stephan Sand, DLR
Wrap-up and conclusions (10 minutes): Stephan Sand, DLR
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